In Hull and White (2000) we explained how a vanilla credit default swap (CDS) can be valued when there is no counterparty default risk. This is a two stage procedure. The first stage is to calculate the risk-neutral probability of default at future times from the yields on bonds issued by the reference entity (or by corporations considered to have the same risk of default as the reference entity). The second stage is to calculate the present value of both the expected future payoff and expected future payments on the credit default swap. Either the value of an existing CDS or the CDS spread for a new deal can then be obtained.
The market for credit default swaps has continued to grow since we wrote Hull and White (2000) . It has now reached the stage where credit default swaps on reference entities with a particular credit rating are often more actively traded than bonds issued by the reference entities. This means that equation (9) in Hull and White (2000) is often used in reverse. Instead of CDS spreads being estimated from risk-neutral default probabilities and expected recovery rates, risk-neutral default probabilities are estimated from CDS spreads and expected recovery rates. These risk neutral probabilities are then used to value non-standard instruments.
In this paper we develop an approach for modeling default correlations. This allows us to reflect counterparty default risk in credit default swap valuations. It also allows us to handle instruments where the payoff is dependent on defaults by multiple reference entities.
There are two types of models of default risk in the literature: structural models and reduced form models. The inspiration for structural models is provided by Merton (1974) .
Assume a company has a very simple capital structure where its debt has a face value of D, provides a zero coupon, and matures at time T . Merton shows that the company's equity can be regarded as a European call option on its assets with a strike price of D and maturity T . A default occurs at time T if the option is not exercised. Merton's model has been extended by Black and Cox (1976) and Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) , who allow default to take place whenever the asset value falls below a certain level. Zhou (1997) produces an analytic result for the default correlation between two firms under this type of model. The main drawback of traditional structural models is that they are not consistent with the risk-neutral probabilities of default backed out from corporate bond prices or CDS spreads.
Reduced form models focus on the risk-neutral hazard rate, h(t). This is defined so that h(t)∆t is the probability of default between times t and t + ∆t as seen at time t assuming no earlier defaults. These models can incorporate correlations between defaults by allowing hazard rates to be stochastic and correlated with macroeconomic variables.
Examples of research following this approach are Duffie and Singleton (1999) and Lando (1998) . Reduced form models are mathematically attractive. They can be made consistent with the risk-neutral probabilities of default backed out from corporate bond prices or CDS spreads. Their main disadvantage is that the range of default correlations that can be achieved is limited. Even when there is a perfect correlation between two hazard rates, the corresponding correlation between defaults in any chosen period of time is usually very low. This is liable to be a problem in some circumstances. For example, when two companies operate in the same industry and the same country or when the financial health of one company is for some reason heavily dependent on the financial health of another company, a relatively high default correlation may be warranted. Jarrow and Yu (1999) provide an interesting way of overcoming this weakness of the reduced form model. If A and B are two related companies, they allow a large jump in the default intensity for company B to take place when there is a default by company A. In this paper we present an alternative approach that is a natural development of the structural models of Merton (1974) , Black and Cox (1976) , Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) and Zhou (1997) . Our model is exactly consistent with the risk-neutral default probabilities backed out from bond prices or CDS spreads. The default experience of large numbers of companies can be jointly simulated by sampling from multivariate normal distributions.
We first describe the model and then provide two applications. The first application is to vanilla swaps when there is counterparty default risk. The second is to basket credit default swaps.
The Model
As in Hull and White (2000) , we find it convenient to explain our model in terms of the default probability density, q(t). This is defined so that q(t)∆t is the probability of default between times t and t + ∆t as seen at time zero. We emphasize that q(t) is not the same as the hazard (default intensity) rate, h(t). As mentioned earlier, the latter is defined so that h(t)∆t is the probability of default between times t and t + ∆t as seen at time t, conditional on no earlier default. The two measures are related by
They provide the same information about the default probability environment.
We assume that the risk-neutral default probability densities for N companies have been estimated either from bond prices or CDS spreads.
1 The key feature of our model is that there is a variable X j (t) describing the creditworthiness of company j at time t
We will refer to this variable as the credit index for company j. We can think of X j (t) in a number of ways. In the context of structural models, it can be regarded as some function of the value of the assets of the company j. Alternatively, we can imagine that the usual discrete credit ratings, produced by rating agencies, are replaced by continuous measures and that X j is some function of the measure for bonds issued by company j. 1 If risk-neutral default probabilities are estimated from CDS spreads, they are liable to be slightly inaccurate because the CDS spreads reflect counterparty default risk as well as the default risk of the reference entity. However, as we will see, our analysis enables the impact of counterparty default risk on CDS spreads to be estimated. This in turn enables zero-default-risk counterparty spreads to be estimated from quoted CDS spreads and the analysis repeated.
Our objective is to select correlated diffusion processes for the credit indices of the N companies and to determine a default barrier for each company such that the company defaults at time t if its credit index first hits the default barrier at this time. We assume that X j (0) = 0 and that the risk-neutral process for X j (t) is a Wiener process with zero drift and a variance rate of 1.0 per year. The usual measures of a firm's "credit quality" are of course conditionally non-normal. However, there is always some function of these measures that follows a Wiener process. The assumption that the credit indices follow Wiener processes can therefore be made without loss of generality.
The barrier must be chosen so that the first passage time probability distribution is the same as the default probability density, q(t). As a first step, we discretize the default probability density so that defaults can happen only at times t i (1 ≤ i ≤ n). We define t 0 = 0 and
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We also define q ij : The risk-neutral probability of default by company j at time t i (1 ≤ i ≤ n; 1 ≤ j ≤ N ).
K ij : The value of the default barrier for company j at time t i . f ij (x)∆x: The probability that X j (t i ) lies between x and x + ∆x and there has been no default prior to time t i . These definitions imply that the cumulative probability of company j defaulting by time
Both K ij and f ij (x) can be determined inductively from the risk-neutral default probabilities, q ij . Based on the process for X j , X j (t 1 ) is normally distributed with a mean of be mapped to a normal distribution and vice versa for the purpose of defining correlations. Our approach carries this idea a little further. zero and a variance of δ 1 . As a result
and
where N is the cumulative standard normal distribution function. This implies
For 2 ≤ i ≤ n, we first calculate K ij . The relationship between q ij and K ij is
Standard numerical methods can be used to set up a procedure for evaluating this equation
for a given value of K ij . An iterative procedure can then be used to find the value of K ij that solves the equation.
We solve equations (3) and (4) numerically. For each i we consider M values of X j (t i ) between K ij and 5 √ t i (where M is several hundred). We define x ijm as the mth value of X j (t i ) (1 ≤ m ≤ M ) and π ijm as the probability that X j (t i ) = x ijm with no earlier default. The discrete versions of equations (3) and (4) are
where p ijmn is the probability that X j moves from x i−1,j,m at time t i−1 to x ijn at time t i .
We set
when 1 < n < M . When n = M we use the same equation with the first term on the right hand side equal to 1. When n = 1 we use the same equation with 0.5(x ijn + x i,j,n−1 ) set
By increasing the number of default times, this model can be made arbitrarily close to a model where defaults can happen at any time. 4 The default barrier is in general nonhorizontal; that is, in general, K ij is not the same for all i. This introduces some nonstationarity into the default process and is a price that must be paid to make the model consistent with the risk-neutral default probabilities backed out from bond prices or CDS spreads. It can be argued that one reason for company j's default barrier being a function of time is that its capital structure is more complicated than the simple capital structure assumed by models such as Merton (1974) . We regard the difference between traditional structural models and our model to be analogous to the difference between one-factor equilibrium models of the term structure such as Vasicek (1977) and one-factor no-arbitrage models of the term structure such as Hull and White (1990) . The latter are non-stationary in that a function of time is introduced into the drift of the short rate to make the model consistent with an exogenously specified initial term structure. Here we make the default barrier a function of time to make the model consistent with exogenously specified initial default probabilities.
Data
The results in the rest of this paper are based on the data in Table 1 . This data shows credit spreads for AAA-, AA-, A-, and BBB-rated bonds. We assume that the recovery rates on all bonds is 30%, the risk-free zero curve is flat at 5% (with semiannual compounding), and that all the bonds pay a 7% coupon semiannually. Although credit ratings are attributes of bonds rather than companies, it will be convenient to refer to the companies issuing the bonds as AAA-, AA-, A-, and BBB-rated companies, respectively.
Credit spreads vary through time. The spreads in Table 1 are designed to be representative of those encountered in practice. They are based in part on data in Fons (1994) and Litterman and Iben (1991) .
The BBB data is the same as that used in Hull and White (2000) and leads to the default probability density in Table 2 . Figure 1 shows the default barrier corresponding to this data. This was constructed by using equations (1) to (4) and assuming that defaults can take place at times 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, . . . 9.95. The probability of default at each of the first ten points is 0.00219; at the next ten points it is 0.00242; and so on. The default barrier starts at zero and is initially steeply downward sloping. This shape, which is quite different from that of the default barriers used in traditional structural models, is necessary to capture the probability of default during the first short period of time. 5 An extension of our model involving a jump process for credit indices might lead to flatter default barriers.
Default Correlations
Define ρ jk as the instantaneous correlation between the credit indices for companies j and k. When j and k are public companies, we can assume (analogously to J.P. Morgan's Creditmetrics) that ρ jk is the correlation between their equity returns. When this is not the case, we can use other proxies. For example, when j is a private company we can replace it by a public company that is in the same industry and geographical region for the purposes of calculating ρ jk . When j is a sovereign entity, we can use the exchange rate for the currency issued by the sovereign entity as a substitute for equity price when the ρ jk 's are calculated. These proxies are less than ideal, but are widely used in practice.
If reliable empirical estimates of default correlations were available the model could be calibrated to them with the correlation being perhaps a function of time. Alternatively, when the market for credit default swaps becomes sufficiently liquid, the correlations could be implied from the prices of the credit default swaps.
The default correlation between company j and k for the period between times T 1 and T 2 is usually defined as the correlation between the following two variables:
(a) A variable that equals 1 if company j defaults between times T 1 and T 2 and zero otherwise; and (b) A variable that equals 1 if company k defaults between times T 1 and T 2 and zero otherwise Define Q j (T ): The cumulative probability of a default by company j between times 0 and T P jk (T ): The probability that both company j and company k will default between times 0 and T β jk (T ): The default correlation between companies j and k for the period between times 0 and T .
It follows that
To calculate the default correlation, β jk (T ), from the credit index correlation, ρ jk , we can simulate the credit indices for companies j and k to calculate P jk (T ) and equation (5) can then be used to obtain β jk (T ). Table 3 shows the results of doing this for AAA, AA, A, and BBB companies. It illustrates that β jk (T ) depends on T and is less than ρ jk .
For a given value of ρ jk , β jk (T ) increases as the credit quality of j and k decrease. These results are similar to those produced by Zhou (1997) for his model, which is a particular case of the one we propose.
Calculation of CDS Spreads with Counterparty Credit Risk
In Hull and White (2000) we explained how to value a CDS with a notional principal of $1 when there is no counterparty default risk. Here we extend the analysis to allow for the possibility of a counterparty default. As in Hull and White (2000), we assume that default events, risk-free interest rates, and recovery rates are mutually independent. We also assume that a bondholder's claim in the event of a default equals the face value of the bond plus accrued interest. Define T : Life of credit default swap R: Expected recovery rate on reference obligation in the event of a default 6 θ(t)∆t: Risk-neutral probability of default by reference entity between times t and t + ∆t and no earlier default by counterparty φ(t)∆t: Risk-neutral probability of default by counterparty between times t and t + ∆t π: The risk-neutral probability of no default by either counterparty or reference entity during the life of the credit default swap A(t): Accrued interest on the reference obligation at time t as a percent of face value.
The CDS payments cease if there is a default by the reference entity or a default by the counterparty. If the reference entity defaults at time t with no earlier default by the counterparty, there is a final accrual payment on the CDS so that the present value of all payments made is w[u(t) + e(t)]. If the counterparty defaults at time t with no earlier default by the reference entity, we assume therre is no final accrual payment so that the present value of all the payments made is wu(t). If there is no default prior to time T by either the counterparty or the reference entity, the present value of the payments is wu(T ).
The expected present value of the payments is therefore
If a credit event occurs at time t, the expected value of the reference obligation as a percent of its face value is [1 + A(t)]R. The expected payoff from the CDS is therefore
The present value of the expected payoff is
and the value of the credit default swap to the buyer is the present value of the expected payoffs minus the present value of the payments the buyer will make, or
(t)u(t) + θ(t)e(t) + φ(t)u(t)] dt − wπu(T ) (6)
The CDS spread, s, is the value of w that makes this expression zero:
The CDS spread can be calculated by evaluating both the numerator and denominator in equation (7) using Monte Carlo simulation. 7 The credit index for both the reference entity and the counterparty must be simulated. If the reference entity defaults first (that is, the credit index for the reference entity falls below its default barrier before the credit index for the counterparty does so), payments continue up to the time of default with a final accrual payment and there is a payoff. If the counterparty defaults first (that is, the credit index for the counterparty falls below its default barrier before the credit index for the reference entity does so), payments continue up to the time of the default with no final accrual payment and no payoff. If neither the counterparty nor the reference entity default (that is, neither credit index reaches its barrier), payments continue for the life of the credit default swap and there is no payoff. If both sides default during the ith time period, we assume a 50% probability that the counterparty defaults first and a 50% probability that the reference entity defaults first.
In Hull and White (2000) we considered a CDS swap where a) The life of the contract is five years b) The buyer makers semiannual payments c) The reference entity is rated BBB, as defined by Tables 1 and 2 d) The reference obligation lasts five years, pays a 10% coupon, and has a 30% expected recovery rate.
We showed that in the absence of counterparty default risk the CDS spread is 1.944%. Table 4 shows the spread for the same CDS when entered into with AAA, AA, A, and BBB counterparties. When the credit index correlation between the counterparty and the reference entity is zero, the impact of counterparty default risk is very small. But as the correlation increases and the credit quality of the counterparty declines, counterparty default risk has a bigger effect.
When the counterparty defaults, one option open to the purchaser of the CDS is to enter into new contract with a new counterparty to reinstate the default protection for the rest of the life of the original contract. If there is no correlation between the reference entity and the counterparty, the expected value of the reference entity credit index at the time of the counterparty default is its current value. If forward credit spreads are similar to spot credit spreads, the analysis in Hull and White (2000) shows that the CDS spread for the new contract should be similar to that for the original contract. This explains why the impact of counterparty default is small in the zero correlation case in Table 4 .
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When the correlation between the counterparty and the reference entity is positive, a default by the counterparty is likely to be accompanied by a below average credit index for the reference entity. If the buyer enters into a replacement contract with a new counterparty for the remaining life of the CDS, the payment will on average be higher than that in the original contract. Table 4 shows that this is reflected in the CDS spread.
Analytic Approximation When Default Correlations Are Known
Counterparty default risk reduces both the present value of the expected payoffs from a CDS and the present value of the purchaser's expected payments. To provide some insights into this, we now present a very simple analytic approximation for the change in the CDS spread when there is counterparty default risk. The approximation can be used when the default correlation between the reference entity and the counterparty has already 8 As an experiment, we tested the impact of counterparty default risk in the zero correlation case when the spreads over Treasuries for one-, two-, three-, four-, and five-year bonds issued by the reference entity are 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 basis points, respectively. In this case forward credit spreads are much greater than spot spreads and the impact of counterparty default risk is much greater than in Table 4 . It ranges from 4 basis points for a AAA counterparty to 10 basis points for a BBB counterparty. been estimated-either directly from default data or in some other way. Define:
Q r : The probability of default by the reference entity between time 0 and T Q c : The probability of default by the counterparty between time 0 and T P rc : The joint probability of default by the counterparty and the reference entity between time 0 and T . (This can be calculated from Q r , Q c , and the default correlation using equation (5).) g: The proportional reduction in the present value of the expected payoff on the CDS arising from counterparty defaults.
h: The proportional reduction in the present value of expected payments on the CDS arising from counterparty defaults.
s: The CDS spread assuming no counterparty default risk.
Counterparty default risk changes the CDS spread fromŝ to s where
The probability of a counterparty default during the life of the CDS conditional on the reference entity defaulting during the life of the CDS is P rc /Q r . We assume that there is a 0.5 chance that the counterparty default occurs before the reference entity defaults and a 0.5 chance that it occurs after the reference entity defaults. Ignoring discounting effects this implies
When the counterparty defaults, the payments made by the purchaser of the CDS may be less than they would be in the no-counterparty-default case. There is a probability of Q c − P rc that the counterparty defaults and the reference entity does not default. We assume that, when this happens, the payments made by the CDS purchaser are half the average payments in the no-counterparty-default case. There is a probability of P rc that both the counterparty and the reference entity will default. As before we assume that there is a 50% chance that the counterparty default occurs first. We also assume that, when both default with the counterparty defaulting first, the payments made by the purchaser are one third less than in the no-counterparty-default case.
9 . This leads to
Equations (8), (9), and (10) suggest the following analytic approximation for the CDS spread is
This result incorporates many courageous assumptions and approximations. It assumes that the probability of default by the reference entity is constant through the life of the CDS; it assumes that the probability of default by the counterparty is constant throughout the life of the CDS; it does not consider the impact of discounting effects on g and h; it does not consider the impact of correlation on the relative timing of defaults by the reference entity and the counterparty; it ignores payment accrual issues; and so on. A much more complex analytic approximation would be required to deal with some of these points.
As a test of equation (11) we used the default correlations in Table 3 to estimate the numbers in Table 4 . The results are shown in Table 5 . For the range of situations considered, the approximation appears to work reasonably well when the correlation is not too large. For example, when the credit index correlation is 0.4 or less, the analytic approximation is accurate to within 1.5 basis points. However, we stress that equation (11), and similar more complicated analytic approximations, can be used only when default correlations have already been estimated in some way.
Basket Credit Default Swaps
In a basket credit default swap (sometimes called a first to default swap) a number of different reference entities and reference obligations are specified. The buyer makes payments in the usual way. The first reference entity to default triggers a payoff, either in cash or by physical delivery. As in the case of a regular CDS, the payoff typically equals 1 − R − A(t)R per dollar of principal where R and A(t) are the recovery rate and the accrued interest on the reference obligation for the defaulting reference entity. There are then no further payments or payoffs. As in the case of a vanilla credit default swap, a final accrual payment is usually required when there is a default.
When there is zero correlation between the reference entities and no counterparty default risk, a similar approach to Hull and White (2000) can be used to value a CDS or calculate the CDS spread. If Q r,j (t) (1 ≤ j ≤ N ) is the cumulative probability of the jth reference entity defaulting by time t, the probability of the first default happening between times t 1 and t 2 is
When the correlation between reference entities is non-zero, it is necessary to use a model such as the one we have introduced in this paper to value a basket credit default swap. We redefine variables as follows:
θ(t)∆t: Risk-neutral probability of the first default by a reference entity happening between t and t + ∆t and no earlier default by the counterparty.
φ(t)∆t: Risk-neutral probability of the counterparty defaulting between times t and t+∆t and no earlier default by any of the reference entities.
π: The risk-neutral probability of no default by the counterparty or any of the reference entities during the life of the CDS swap.
R:
The expected recovery rate on the relevant reference obligation after first default A(t): Expected accrued interest as a percent of notional principal on the relevant ref-
erence obligation, conditional on the first default happening at time t
Equations (6) and (7) then apply.
A basket CDS spread is calculated by evaluating both the numerator and denominator in equation (7) using Monte Carlo Simulation. The credit index for all reference entities and the counterparty must be simulated. If a reference entity defaults first (that is, the credit index for a reference entity reaches its default barrier before the credit index for the counterparty does), CDS payments continue up to the time of default with a final accrual payment and there is a payoff. If the counterparty defaults first (that is, the credit index for the counterparty falls below its default barrier before the credit index of any of the reference entities does), payments continue up to the time of the default with no final accrual payment and no payoff. If the credit indices for the counterparty and all reference entities stay above their respective default boundaries, payments continue for the life of the basket credit default swap and there is no payoff. Table 6 shows results for a five-year basket credit default swap with semiannual payments where the counterparty is default-free. All reference entities are BBB-rated companies and the correlations between all pairs of reference entities are assumed to be the same. All reference obligations are assumed to be five-year bonds with 10% coupons and a 30% expected recovery rate. The table shows that the basket CDS spread increases as the number of reference entities increases and decreases as the correlation increases. The spread also decreases slightly as the expected recovery rate decreases.
Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a flexible tool for modeling default correlations. We assume the creditworthiness of companies can be defined by credit indices. These indices start at zero and follow correlated Wiener processes. When the credit index of a company reaches a barrier, a default occurs. The barrier is chosen so that the model is exactly consistent with the default probabilities backed out from bond prices or CDS spreads.
We have used the model to investigate the impact of counterparty default risk on the value of a vanilla CDS swap. This impact is small when the correlation between the counterparty and the reference entity is zero. It increases as the correlation increases and the creditworthiness of the counterparty declines. We have also used the model to estimate basket CDS spreads. We find that these spreads increase as the number of reference entities in the basket increases and decrease as the correlation between them increases. They also increase somewhat as the expected recovery rate decreases.
The model developed here can be used to value any credit derivative when the payoff depends on defaults by one or more companies. The model can be extended to incorporate multiple barriers so that it can accommodate instruments that provide payoffs in the event of credit rating changes. The contract is on a BBBrated reference entity, lasts for five years, and requires semiannual payments. The reference obligation is a five-year bond paying a 10% coupon with a 30% expected recovery rate. Results are based on 500,000 Monte Carlo trials with antithetic sampling for each credit index and the control variate approach being used as outlined in footnote 7. Standard errors of estimates are less than 0.2 basis points. Default Boundary for Data in Table 2 
